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ClearDATANetworks Acquires Direct Clarity, Adds Healthcare Cloud
Enablement and Data Enhancement Development Services

Strengthens ClearDATA's position as a leader in Healthcare Information Technologies.

Phoenix, AZ (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- ClearDATANetworks, Inc., a leading provider of cloud
computing and infrastructure services for the healthcare industry, has acquired Direct Clarity LLC, a healthcare
software development company specializing in tools, utilities and websites. With this acquisition, ClearDATA
adds a layer of application development expertise on top of its healthcare cloud platform strengthening its end
to end value in assisting EMR software companies to deliver robust cloud based solutions.

“Direct Clarity brings strategic software development resources that augment our service offerings for software
partners and Physician Practice Groups,” said Darin Brannan, CEO of ClearDATANetworks. “The benefits are
twofold – for software partners, Direct Clarity can assist in enabling their software on our Healthcare Cloud
Platform in a matter of weeks – not months or years. For PPG’s we can now provide web development services
that enhance their EMR applications with mobile deployment, data enrichment, web sites, marketing tools and
more.”

ClearDATANetworks provides Direct Clarity with a unique HIPAA-compliant cloud infrastructure to work
from. “The majority of work with our clients involves the storage, management and transfer of data," said Chris
Bowen, President of Direct Clarity. “As a part of ClearDATA,we can assist their customers to design and
deliver applications with tighter security and higher performance.” The ClearDATAprivate cloud ‘EMR as a
Service’ platform is optimized for healthcare applications using stringent data security compliance standards
with auditable access reporting delivered in extremely low latency connections from a private cloud
architecture.

Mr. Bowen is also a co-founder of ClearDATANetworks and has been a key contributor in designing the
company’s unique cloud platform to meet HIPAA specifications. He is one of only 2,582 Certified Information
Privacy Professionals in the world (CIPP) by the International Association of Privacy Professionals. He was
also instrumental in ClearDATA’srecent acquisition of US Healthcare Compliance, a consulting firm that
provides HIPAASecurity Risk Assessment services to the healthcare industry.

With the Direct Clarity acquisition, ClearDATANetworks provides a unique solution to the healthcare
marketplace. “We now have a highly integrated services platform that is specifically designed to deliver best in
class EMR applications from leading vendors to any size and type of Physician Practice Group or Hospital,”
said David Bean, EVP of Sales and Marketing for ClearDATA.“Not only can we deliver the primary
application as a cloud based service, but we can also deliver compliance dashboards, APIs for applications
extensibility, mobile device access, web integration and more. We are developing the most sophisticated cloud
services platform in the healthcare industry.”

ClearDATANetworks is committed to building and delivering services that help the healthcare industry adopt
and integrate EMR solutions. Marrying its HIPAA-centric infrastructure services with software development
services creates a unique healthcare cloud platform designed specifically for healthcare applications. EMR
software companies can offer cloud versions of their applications to their customer base more quickly,
improving their time to revenue. The Security Risk Analysis provided by its US Healthcare Compliance
division combined with the quick deployment of EMR applications provided on ClearDATA’s‘EMR as a
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Service’ platform helps minimize the time to achieve Meaningful Use which can speed up HITECH incentive
payments.

About ClearDATANetworks
ClearDATAis the market leader for cloud computing and information security services to healthcare providers,
VARs,and software vendors assisting them to fully automate and securely manage healthcare medical records,
applications, IT infrastructure and digital storage. The Company provides HITECH HIPAAcompliant cloud
and hosting infrastructure and managed services, off-site back-up and disaster recovery, information security,
and world-class support. These offerings enable our healthcare customers to create or utilize EMR-as-a-Service,
PACs-as-a-Service, and Security-as-a-Service offerings to reduce IT costs, improve system performance,
achieve 100% uptime, maintain off-site back-up and restore capabilities, increase HIPAAcompliance and
security, and most importantly make healthcare better.

About Direct Clarity
Based in Scottsdale, AZ, Direct Clarity, LLC help healthcare organizations worldwide integrate applications,
technology, and Internet solutions to create seamless healthcare IT systems. Our founding principle is to help
clients evolve from a state of less-than-optimal efficiency to a state of clarity and high functionality. From start-
up ventures to multi-million dollar companies, we provide fresh solutions to business challenges. The company
has been delivering web applications, integration services and leading companies to the cloud since 2004. We
help clients achieve their goals through clarity of vision, clarity of strategy, and clarity of tactical execution.
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Contact Information
David Bean, EVP Sales and Marketing
ClearDATANetworks, Inc.
http://www.cleardata.net
602-635-4006

Chris Bowen
Direct Clarity, LLC
http://www.directclarity.com
602-635-4002

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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